
 

OBJECT OF THE GAME: Be the first player to make three sandwiches.

CONTENTS: 54 card deck and 1 plastic fly

BEFORE PLAY: Player shuffle cards.  Deal out 2 cards to each player, place 
remainder of cards face down between players along with the fly.

HOW TO PLAY PB&J:
•Youngest player starts play.
•Draw a card from the pile
•If player has a slice of bread in the cards they hold, they can lay it down in 
from of them to begin building their sandwich.
•If they do not have a card to play, they discard one starting a discard pile
•PLAYER CAN ONLY TAKE CARDS TO BUILD THEIR SANDWICH FROM 
DRAW PILE.
•Players must build a sandwich in order starting with a slice of bread; 
followed with either peanut butter or jelly cards (does not have to be in 
order) and topping the sandwich off with another slice of bread.

CARDS
•BREAD: Players start their sandwich with a slice of bread
•PEANUT BUTTER: PB is placed either on a slice of bread or on top of jelly 
card.
•JELLY: Jelly is place either on top of bread or peanut butter cards.
•BREAD: Bread is the first and last card played to complete sandwich.
•ANT: IF A PLAYER HAS AN ANT CARD THEY MAY TAKE A PART OF ANY 
PLAYERS SANDWICH AND PLAY IT ON THEIR SANDWICH.
•FLY: IF A PLAYER HAS A FLY CARD, THEY PLACE THE FLY ON THE 
PLAYER OF THEIR CHOICES SANDWICH.  That sandwich is now no good 
until the fly lands on another player’s sandwich.  The way that a fly lands on 
another sandwich is by another player picking up a fly card.  The player with 
the fly on their sandwich cannot play any other cards on their sandwich until 
it flies away.
•IN THIS CASE, THEY START TO MAKE A NEW SANDWICH.
•Once a player completes a sandwich, they begin another sandwich.

WINNER: The first player to make three PB&J sandwiches.  A sandwich with a fly 
on it cannot be counted as a completed sandwich.Download from Www.Somanuals.com. All Manuals Search And Download.
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